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Music Field Sheet

From the Evaluator Perspective: Establish Credibility through Education
(Process: Micro/Individual - Macro/Section)

 The judge must consider his/her pedagogical knowledge when 
evaluating the performance.

 The judge should consider equal sampling of  ALL musical elements on 
the field as well as the time element in which to do so. 

 Every segment of  the musical ensemble expects (requires) your critique.

From the Director Perspective: Consider Performer Expectations

 Create an “evaluation zone” for those moments that are musically most 
important.

 Establish access to the musical elements. Consider placement of  set 
pieces and colorguard staging relative to the musical moments.

 Remember, the field level focuses only on the individual/segment 
performers. This is not an evaluation of  the “ensemble.”



From the Evaluator Perspective:

In each sub-caption consider:

WHAT is being performed 

and 

HOW it is being performed.

When identifying performance issues consider: 

WHY the issue is occurring 

and suggest a pedagogical solution.

From the Director Perspective:

“ The L-A-A Concept”

Listen – Analyze – Adjust



Music Field Sheet

From the Evaluator Perspective: 

✓ Understand that the criteria defines the CENTER of  each box.

✓ Educate yourself  on what aspect of  the caption delineates the 

criteria for each box.

✓ When creating your bottom line number, consider the total 

percentage of  the sheet. Be the classroom teacher!

From the Director Perspective:

✓ Take the time to teach from the field level…you might be 

surprised what you hear (and see).

✓ Educate your students on the criteria of  the sheet as it can serve 

as a pathway to success and an opportunity to set goals 

(leadership opportunity).

✓ Allow your students access to a Music Field recording and provide 

a blank Music Field sheet for self-evaluation, a great written 

exercise!





Music Ensemble 
Sheet

From the Evaluator Perspective…you are on the podium!

 The judge must consider his/her pedagogical knowledge when evaluating the 
performance.

 LISTEN to the performance (inside, outside, and through the sound)

 Ensemble is more than verticality. Equally, consider the horizontal.

 Listen with your eyes closed. The reveal will astound you!

From the Director Perspective…you are on the podium!

 Consider staging of  similar melodic and rhythmic lines 

 Consider the orchestration of  the content. Maximizing the product on paper 
will benefit the achievement of  the performers.

 Mature sounds and musicianship should resonate from the classroom each day. 
The transfer of  successful ensemble teaching in a concert band format will 
create a natural bridge to innate qualities of  musicality on the field. 

 MUSIC first! Do not place physical challenges (drill, body, choreography) on 
performers who continue to develop from a basic level of  musicianship.



From the Evaluator Perspective:

In each sub-caption consider

WHO is performing 

WHAT they are performing

and

HOW they are performing it within context

When identifying ensemble issues consider 

WHY the issue is occurring 

and suggest a solution based on what you are 

hearing/seeing

From the Director Perspective:

“ The L-A-A Concept”

Listen – Analyze – Adjust



Music Ensemble Sheet

From the Evaluator Perspective: (with podium ears)

✓ Understand that the criteria defines the CENTER of  each 

box.

✓ Educate yourself  on what aspect of  the caption separates 

each box.

✓ When creating your bottom line number, consider the total 

percentage of  the sheet.

From the Director Perspective…Begin with a self-analysis

✓ Through my teaching, my focus has been…

✓ Rehearsals have been primarily geared toward…

✓ As an ensemble, our musical strengths are…

✓ As an ensemble, our musical weaknesses are…

✓ No score should be a great surprise in this caption if  a year-

long focus is based in strong musicianship.





In Summary

As a Judge…

Evaluate through the perspective of a teacher. 
Educate others and but BE educated.

As a Director…

Teach from the perspective that each day 
provides an opportunity to satisfy evaluation 
criteria without focusing on a numerical score.

The better the teacher, the better the student. 

The better the student becomes…the better the 
teacher must be.


